Halos and voidsin a multifractal model ofthe dark matter distribution -p
CDM structure in the adhesion model
In caustics particles adhere to each other → viscosity.
Burgers equation (compressible turbulence): 
Transition to homogeneity at r 0 : Γ = ̺ (1 + ξ).
Power-law 2-point correlator:
Random fractal with D = 0.8.
Note clusters and voids
Fractal voids Multifractal spectrum f (α) is the function that gives the fractal dimension of the set of points with exponent α. Natural value for ℓ is the lower cutoff to scaling. In N -body simulations, the larger of:
(i) The linear size of the volume per particle.
(ii) The gravitational softening length.
We identify mass concentrations with equal-size halos → Halo mass-function:
, α = log m/ log ℓ.
Multinomial bifractal
A bifractal can be ex- 
BIASING AND VOIDS
Biasing: peculiar distribution of certain set of objects with respect to the total DM distribution.
Bias from linear theory:
Constant b bias in the nonlinear regime ⇒ similar voids for every population → false in MF.
Voids not empty but harbor faint galaxies ↔ galaxy formation Statistics by counts-in-cells:
Halos: ℓ H = 256
Mpc).
Distribution of 5515 haloes (cutoff 1000)
Mass-function variation with ℓ
If MF scaling holds ⇒ stable MF spectrum.
For ℓ > ℓ H we expect a stable MF spectrum. How does it change for ℓ < ℓ H ? Power-law (Press-Schechter) for ℓ < ℓ H . MF spectrum → halo mass function.
MF AS FRACTAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF HALOS

Halos have nonlinear bias
GIF2: fractal populations of haloes → good scaling.
